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Barcelona Pocket Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Pocket Rough Guide Barcelona is the ultimate insider´s guide
to one of Europe´s most fashionable cities. This full-colour guide, packed with inspirational photos and
detailed, reliable maps - including a full-colour pull-out map of the city - will show you the best of

Barcelona, from Gaudi´s whimsical Park Guell to cafe-lined city beaches, medieval squares and locals´
favourite tapas bars, not to mention Barcelona´s famous nightlife. Up-to-date reviews cover hotels, restaurants

and bars for every budget, including boutique B&Bs, stylish apartments and beachside hostels, while
neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood accounts mean you´ll find the best things to see and do, wherever you´re
staying. Combining Rough Guides´ unique tell-it-like-it-is style with all the practical information you need to
make the most of your trip, Pocket Rough Guide Barcelona is the perfect companion for a weekend away or a

short city break.
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boutique B&Bs, stylish apartments and beachside hostels, while
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